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1 elective 21 noun an optional academic course or subject  

2 elective NA adjective 
not mandatory; not required; chosen 
(syn: voluntary; optional) (ant: mandatory) 

3 scowl 22 verb 
to look angry by drawing the eyebrows together and 
frowning (syn: frown) (ant: smile) 

4 quiver 22 verb to shake with a slight, rapid movement (syn: tremble) 

5 quiver NA noun a case or container for holding or carrying arrows 

6 ferocity 22 noun extreme fierceness (syn: intensity; fierceness) 

7 conviction 23 noun 
a strong belief or opinion (syn: assuredness, 
confidence) (ant: uncertainty) 

8 conviction NA noun 
a formal declaration that someone is guilty of a crime, 
usually after the verdict of a jury or a judge 

9 linger 23 verb 
to continue to stay; delay leaving  
(syn: loiter, dawdle) (ant: leave) 

10 trudge 23 verb to walk heavily (syn: plod) (ant: tiptoe) 

11 portly 23 adjective 
stout or overweight (syn: fat; obese; chubby) (ant: 
skinny; gaunt; scrawny; skeletal; thin; lean) 

12 bluff 24 verb 
to mislead or deceive; to fake out  
(syn: mislead, lie) (ant: reveal) 

13 bluff NA noun a hill or mountain with a broad, steep face (syn: cliff) 

14 sheepishly 25 adverb 
 (syn: bashfully; shyly) (ant: boldly; shamelessly, 
brashly); in a shy, bashful, or embarrassed way  

15 content(s) NA noun 
things that are held or included in something else; 
something contained in something else 

16 content NA adjective 
peacefully happy; feeling satisfied 
(syn: satisfied; pleased) (ant: dissatisfied; discontented) 

17 frail 31 adjective 
weak and fragile (syn: delicate; weak; fragile; 
breakable) (ant: strong; sturdy; hardy; tough) 

18 mistrust 32 verb to have no confidence in (ant: trust) 

19 presentable 32 adjective 
fit to be seen by others (ant: disheveled, 
unpresentable, unacceptable)(syn:suitable, acceptable) 

20 defenestrate NA verb to throw something or someone out a window 
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21 suede 32 noun a type of leather that has a soft, fuzzy surface 

22 barren 33 adjective 
(syn: empty; deserted; desolate) (ant: full; populated, 
productive) 

23 exuberantly 49 adverb 

doing something in an enthusiastic or joyful way 
(syn: enthusiastically; joyfully) (ant: 
unenthusiastically, energetically) 

24 gaunt 49 adjective 
thin and bony; (ant: portly; fat obese; overweight) 
(syn: skeletal; scrawny; skinny; bony; emaciated)   

25 menacing 50 adjective 
threatening 
(syn: threatening) (ant: benign; harmless) 

26 wince 50 verb to shrink as in pain or distress (syn: flinch) 

27 disciplinarian 50 noun someone who enforces strict discipline 

28 intricate 52 adjective 
arranged in a complex way (syn: complex; 
complicated) (ant: simple) 

29 encrusted 52 verb covered with crusts  

30 poised 54 adjective balanced or held in suspension 

31 jauntily 56 adverb in a light and carefree way 

32 tensing 58 noun a tightening or becoming taut 

33 gerund NA noun the “-ing” form of a verb that functions/acts as a noun 

     

     

     

     


